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Abstract

Solids are rigid, which means that when left undisturbed, their struc-

tures are nearly static. It follows that these structures depend on

history—but it is surprising that they hold readable memories of past

events. Here we review the research that has recently flourished around

mechanical memory formation, beginning with amorphous solids’ vari-

ous memories of deformation and mesoscopic models based on particle

rearrangements. We describe how these concepts apply to a much wider

range of solids and glassy matter—and how they are a bridge to mem-

ory and physical computing in mechanical metamaterials. An under-

standing of memory in all these solids can potentially be the basis for

designing or training functionality into materials. Just as important

is memory’s value for understanding matter whenever it is complex,

frustrated, and out of equilibrium.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose a friend asks you a simple “yes or no” question (like, “do you want to go out to

dinner tonight?”), and then inexplicably hands you a bucket of sand. Before your friend

leaves the room, they instruct you to encode your answer in the sand in the following

manner: clockwise for “yes”, counterclockwise for “no”. You are left somewhat puzzled,

but after some consideration you realize that by inserting a solid rod in the center of the

bucket and twisting, you can indeed encode a single bit of memory in this disordered pile

of grains.

The key is a mechanical response of a granular material that was demonstrated by

Toiya et al. (1). To encode a memory in the material, you slowly rotate the rod about

its vertical axis in your chosen direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) and then stop the

rotation, leaving the rod in place. To read out the memory, your friend rotates the rod

in one direction (clockwise, say). If they don’t see a significant transient (top curve in

Fig. 1a), they know you too rotated the rod clockwise. If they see a transient (bottom

curve), they know you rotated the rod counterclockwise, i.e., opposite their “readout”. The

entire process of writing and readout is captured by Fig. 1b.

What can we learn from this memory game? It is not surprising that collections of grains

display history dependence. The surprise is the clean signature that comes from a simple

macroscopic protocol—shearing the material from its boundaries. This strong, unambiguous

response of the system that reveals aspects of its past can be seen as a “memory” formed

by ordinary matter. Understanding what a material can remember, and what microscopic

mechanisms underlie these abilities, are topics of intense contemporary interest (3, 4).

In this article we first examine memory in amorphous solids, which will serve as a simple

case from which we can generalize to other solids, and which can even form a useful bridge to

memories in mechanical metamaterials. While shape memory—most notably the recovery
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Figure 1

Memory of a shear direction. (a) Mechanical response of a granular material during clockwise

shear between two concentric cylinders (1). q0 and q1 are states after counterclockwise and
clockwise rotation, respectively. If the operator resumes shearing in the same direction that was

applied last, the material shows a fast decay to a steady state response. If the shear direction is

reversed, the decay is slower. (b) Corresponding graph of states and transitions, representing
encoding and readout of a single bit: “1” edges represent the clockwise rotations in (a); “0” edges

are counterclockwise. (c) Monolayer of photoelastic discs, revealing the anisotropic load-bearing
network that encodes information in this system (2). Panel a adapted with permission from
Ref. (1): Toiya, Stambaugh, and Losert, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 088001 (2004). Copyright 2004 by

the American Physical Society. Panel c courtesy of Yiqiu Zhao.
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of a shape upon heating (5, 6, 3)—has important connections with the examples here, it

operates by a distinct mechanism, and so our brief review omits it. Remarkably, the wealth

of memories to come is revealed by deformations alone.

1.1. Connecting memory and material

How is the memory of direction connected with the physics of a granular packing? Figure 1c

shows a layer of discs that accomplish the same feat (7, 2). The discs are photoelastic so that

when they are viewed through cross-polarizing filters, they reveal a network of load-bearing

contacts within the material (8). As the outer boundary is rotated clockwise, the grains

form a strongly anisotropic state (9), with chains of strong contacts spiraling between the

outer and inner walls. If the rotation is stopped and restarted in the same direction, this

anisotropy remains and a steady state is quickly resumed, corresponding to the top curve

in Fig. 1a. If the rotation proceeds in the opposite direction, the particles must negotiate

a transition to a different anisotropic structure. This process requires a finite rotation

angle to complete before settling into a steady state; it is the source of the transient in the

bottom curve in Fig. 1a. A qualitatively similar response is also observed in concentrated

suspensions of solid spheres (10). This example sets the pattern for the discussions that

follow: our understanding of a material’s memory is tied to our understanding of its physics.

1.2. Memory of an amplitude

If you had never considered the idea of storing information in a disordered pile of sand,

the previous example may come as somewhat of a surprise. Nevertheless, the underlying

mechanism is somewhat intuitive, arising from the way microstructure imparts rigidity. The

next example, however, stretches our imaginations for how and what a material can learn.

Figure 2a illustrates an experiment where a solid made of particles at an oil-water

interface is cyclically sheared by a steel needle adsorbed at the same interface (11). This

material is a model of amorphous solids generally, with the advantage that ∼40,000 particles

can be imaged and tracked to study the relationship between deformation and structure.

In the protocol shown in Fig. 2b, the sample is sheared sinusoidally with a fixed strain

amplitude γ0 for 176 cycles. After this training period, the experimenter applies a series of

shear cycles with increasing amplitude γread. Figure 2c measures the rearrangements that

are observed with respect to the state at the end of training, as a function of the applied

readout strain amplitude.

Intriguingly, the material has “learned” the strain value from the training period. The

state reached by training with amplitude γ0 = 3% is almost completely recovered by shear-

ing again at γ0 = 3%—while it is disrupted by the much weaker strain of γread = 0.5%.

Likewise, the system trained at γ0 = 4% exhibits the fewest net rearrangements at a readout

strain of γ0 = 4%. The molecular dynamics simulations of Fiocco et al. were the first to

see this behavior, plus an even greater surprise: when training at 4% is followed by a final

cycle of amplitude 3%, both memories are evident in the readout (13, 14, 11). In Secs. 1.3

and 2.1 we will explore this multiple-memory capacity in models and experiments.

rearrangement: A
localized relaxation
event that changes

particles’ relative

positions and
dissipates energy.

When triggered by

stress, this can be
described as a shear

transformation zone

(STZ).

soft spot: A
localized region in

an amorphous solid
that is mechanically

weaker and more
likely to rearrange

under load.

reversible plasticity:
Plastic

rearrangements of

microstructure in
response to a
deformation, that

can be perfectly
undone by another

deformation.

1.3. Reversible plasticity and return-point memory

Reflecting on the above experiment, one may be shocked that there is any orderly response

at all, from a jumble of particles that are endlessly moving around one another—that the

www.annualreviews.org • Mechanical memories in solids 3
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Figure 2

Memories of amplitude. (a) Schematic of a 2D amorphous solid experiment (11). Colloidal particles with electrostatic
repulsion are adsorbed at an oil-water interface. A magnetic needle at the interface (red) moves within a narrow channel

to shear the material. (b) Shear protocol for experiment: “reset” with large amplitude ∼50%, then 176 cycles with strain

amplitude γ0 = 4%, and memory readout with cycles of increasing amplitude γread. After each readout cycle (blue
diamonds), particle positions are compared to start of readout (red star). (c) Mean squared particle displacements during

readout, normalized with particle spacing a. After preparation with γ0 = 3% or 4%, minimum at γread = γ0 indicates

memory. (d) Image from monolayer experiment. Superposed arrows are displacements magnified 10× from a single plastic
rearrangement event, colored by direction. (e) Hysteron model for rearrangement switching between “+” and “−” state at

strain thresholds γ+ and γ−. (f) Strain protocols for an ensemble of hysterons (Preisach model). Top: Writing and

reading memory of 4%. Bottom: Two cycles write 4% and 2%. (g) Fraction of hysterons in Preisach model that differ
from start of readout, for protocols in (f). Panel a reproduced from Ref. 11 (CC BY 4.0). Panels b–d adapted from

Ref. 12 (CC BY 4.0).

paths of particles are anything but a chaotic mess is stunning, let alone that they encode

some amount of meaningful information. Recent work has traced this orderly response to

localized groups of particles that collectively rearrange under loading. Notably, many of

these rearrangements are undone when the loading is reversed, so that each particle returns

to its previous position. This process is hysteretic as schematized in Fig. 2e. Under cyclic

loading, the plastic deformation of an entire amorphous solid with many such regions can

be perfectly reversed by the end of each cycle—a response termed “reversible plasticity”.

These behaviors bring to mind the classic Preisach model (15) for hysteresis in re-

sponse to an imposed field or other driving parameter—here, the strain γ. The model

considers many elementary units or “hysterons,” each with just two possible states, “+”

and “−”. The ith hysteron switches to each state when γ ≥ γ+
i or γ ≤ γ−

i , respectively

(Fig. 2e). While in many applications the hysterons are notional and their thresholds are

fitting parameters, observations show that in this case, each rearranging region acts as a

hysteron (16, 17, 18, 11). Indeed, by measuring each rearrangement’s γ± in a cycle at one

strain amplitude, one can construct a Preisach model that predicts the system’s response

at smaller amplitudes (12). Hysterons and their collective behaviors are a starting point

for understanding the wealth of behaviors to come in this paper.

hysteron: A basic
element of

hysteresis, used to

model bistable
subsystems such as

reversible particle

rearrangements at
soft spots.

Preisach model: A
group of
non-interacting

hysterons responding
to an imposed
driving field, e.g.
shear strain.

One crucial property of the Preisach model is that since the thresholds γ±
i never

change, there is a fixed sequence in which transitions happen as γ is increased, and an-

other fixed sequence as γ is decreased. A consequence of this property is that whenever
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the driving is bounded between two values γmin and γmax, the system’s evolution is likewise

bounded (19)—a rule that resembles the “no-passing” property of sliding charge-density

waves (20). Preceding addresses Sri’s (correct) comment that these are not equivalent. For

example, if the ith hysteron is observed in the “−” state when γ is at both of these bounds,

then it can never be in the “+” state as long as γ stays bounded. This property implies

that as long as γmin ≤ γ ≤ γmax, revisiting either bound will put all hysterons into the

same state as when that bound was last visited (19)—a behavior called return-point mem-

ory (21, 19, 3, 22). One can simulate an ensemble of hysterons with random γ±, and drive it

with protocols in Fig. 2f that mimic experiments, measuring the fraction of hysterons that

differ during readout. The results in Fig. 2g qualitatively match experiments, and they are

consistent with return-point memory: the training cycles established bounds at ±γ0, and

even though the initial readout cycles with γread < γ0 change the system, the cycle with

γread = γ0 places the system back onto the same trajectory as before, restoring its state.

Return-point behavior is also recursive: for a portion of the time that strain is bounded

between [γmin, γmax], it can be further bounded by [γ′
min, γ

′
max] nested within that outer

pair, and so on (21). Thus for cyclic driving, the state of the system at γ = 0 depends

on the history of nested turning points. As shown in Fig. 2(f, g), applying the sequence

of strain amplitudes γ0 = 4%, 2% will generally yield a different outcome than 2% or 4%

alone—whereas the result of γ0 = 2%, 4% is indistinguishable from 4%. Crucially, to avoid

revisiting a turning point and losing the new memory, both new bounds must be inside the

previous interval. For example, omitting γ < 0 in Fig. 2f, so that γ′
min = γmin, will fail to

write a second memory.

To look for memories of 2% and 4%, one sweeps the strain or strain amplitude from small

to large values, exiting the nested intervals from smallest to largest. Leaving an interval

means revisiting one of its turning points and erasing the history of smaller deformations

since that memory was written. This loss of history changes the system’s differential re-

sponse to further increases in strain, indicating a memory (21, 3). Return-point memory is

the same principle that lets a combination lock store multiple values from the back-and-forth

rotation of a single knob (3).

1.4. Memory capacity and computation

Now that we have touched on two types of memory that appear to be qualitatively different,

we look at another way of seeing that their physics is distinct: namely, their capacity for

multiple memories. Memory acts as a filter to preserve only certain features of history: a

memory of direction retains only the sign of the most recent deformation, while in return-

point memory, multiple amplitudes can be stored only in descending order. We can also

estimate the number of bits required to encode the information in readout—i.e. the base-2

logarithm of how many distinct histories readout can represent. Here too, differences are

apparent: for memory of a direction this measure is independent of system size N , while for

return-point memory it scales with
√
N (23, 12) and for computer memory it scales as N .

Whether it is probed qualitatively or quantitatively, memory capacity is a tool for describing

the non-equilibrium nature of solids in this article, and of countless other systems (3).

www.annualreviews.org • Mechanical memories in solids 5



2. MEMORY AND ANNEALING

In our description of reversible plasticity and return-point memory, it is evident that many

repeated cycles of a deformation have the same net effect as a single cycle. Yet an amorphous

solid that has been freshly formed or deformed catastrophically (strains of order 100%) must

be sheared for many cycles before it shows reversible plasticity and return-point memory—

here, memory capacity itself depends on history. Each cycle tends to make fewer changes

than the previous one, until finally, for γ0 below some empirical threshold γc ∼ 0.1, there

are no net changes at all, while above γc, changes continue indefinitely (24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

13, 29, 18, 30, 31, 32). The existence of the critical strain γc is reminiscent of reversible-

irreversible transitions in other memory-forming systems, and in solids it seems connected

with the yielding transition by which the material loses rigidity and begins to flow (32, 29,

25, 24). The transient “mechanical annealing” below γc resembles its thermal counterpart:

a molecular glass held at sufficient temperature will explore different configurations and

ultimately reach ones that are more stable and long-lived.

The need for annealing is tied to the non-equilibrium character of solids at rest: even

obvious differences from a configurational ground state might not relax. Figure 3a illustrates

this point with the pair correlation function g(r, θ) that represents the average positions of

every particle’s neighbors in an experimental sample, after a large cyclic deformation with

amplitude ∼50% has erased the effects of past experiments (25, 12). Close inspection shows

that neighbors are slightly more distant along the −45◦ direction—one of the principal

axes of the preceding shear. We measure this memory of direction as the ratio of ellipse

axes b/c (33, 34, 12, 35). Figure 3b shows that this anisotropy persists—not only at rest,

but even with cyclic shear at γ0 = 3.5%. Relaxing the average b/c to zero requires larger

deformations—either a larger constant value (here, 4%), ideally just below γc (34, 35), or

a gradual “ring-down” (Fig. 3c).

Furthering the resemblance to thermal annealing, recent molecular dynamics simula-

tions (36), mesoscopic models (37, 38) and experiments (35, 31) suggest a partial overlap

between mechanical annealing and the better-known thermal relaxation of glasses. In this

picture, the configurations that are reversible under the largest deformations tend to have

the lowest structural energy, and they are the fewest and take the longest to find. Much like

temperature, increasing strain amplitude allows additional structural changes in a mate-

rial, expanding the set of accessible configurations while narrowing the criterion for success,

until reversible plasticity becomes impossible at γc. Thus, increasing γ0 after annealing

will always induce further annealing, perhaps for multiple cycles—the annealed system is

marginally stable at γ0 (39). However, mechanical annealing is ultimately at odds with the

most thorough ways of relaxing amorphous solids: special “ultrastable” solids formed in

simulations have structural energies far below what is possible mechanically (36, 37, 38),

and seem incapable of forming memories (40).

transition graph: A
directed graph
where each node

represents a stable
configuration of

particles, and each

edge is a
rearrangement

event. The two

outgoing edges of a
node correspond to

forward and reverse

shear.

quasistatic
deformation: A
deformation
performed in many

small strain steps.

After each step the
system relaxes to

static equilibrium,
approximating the

limit of zero strain

rate and zero inertia.

marginal stability: A
stable state obtained

at some value or
amplitude of driving,

that loses stability

when subjected to a
finite perturbation.

Inspired by the previous section, we can also begin to see annealing in discrete terms. In

a quasistatic simulation, one can distinguish the strain steps that cause rearrangements—

signaled by a sudden drop in energy—from the steps in which the material remains essen-

tially in the same state. Each time a rearrangement is detected, the simulation is duplicated;

one copy proceeds with forward shear, and the other with reverse shear. Each new state may

thus lead to two more, and so on, revealing a catalog of states and rearrangements within

some limits of deformation—represented as a transition graph in Fig. 3d (18) that resembles

the minimal graph in Fig. 1b. These graphs feature prominent strongly-connected compo-

nents (SCCs)—clusters of states wherein any state is reachable from any other. Within

6 Paulsen and Keim
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062614 (2021). Copyright 2021 by the American Physical Society.

these pockets of reversible plasticity, one finds many limit cycles and approximate or per-

fect return-point memory (23). Relatively few rearrangements exit each SCC and lead

irreversibly to a new one. From this perspective, mechanical annealing moves among SCCs

and finds one that sustains a limit cycle of the chosen γ0. The topology of these graphs

is a meaningful way to characterize energy landscapes and annealing, and to formally test

the memory behavior of materials and models (41, 22, 42, 43, 44). Although the Preisach

model has neither transients nor annealing, in Sec. 3 we will show that it can be a starting

point for this discrete approach to annealing in solids.

2.1. Annealing and memory capacity

In light of annealing, the memory readout of Fig. 2c is no longer so simple. Is the rise

in differences past the remembered strain explained by the Preisach model, or by new

www.annualreviews.org • Mechanical memories in solids 7



rearrangements that had not been activated by annealing? If an annealed material has

return-point memory and can thus acquire a memory from a single cycle, was the memory

in Fig. 2c formed over many cycles, or just in the final cycle before readout? Testing

with multiple memories offers a resolution (13, 30, 14, 11, 12). First, after the material

is annealed with one amplitude (4%), just one cycle of a smaller amplitude (3%) writes a

new memory (Fig. 3e). The subsequent “C 4,3” readout in Fig. 3f is consistent with the

Preisach model within the annealing envelope, with a steep rise in rearrangements outside it.

Second, a “ring-down” protocol attains reversible plasticity without imposing an envelope

of annealing (Fig. 3c). The resulting “RD 4,3” readout has the same memory content, but

many of the rearrangements past 4% are missing. With this technique one can also test

the order of memories (“RD 3,4”) or omit writing altogether (“RD”). The simplest case of

constant-amplitude shear in Figure 2c thus blends two kinds of memory: one that must be

“trained” over many cycles, and one that is merely written.

3. GLASSY MEMORIES AND GLASSY MATTER

While the Preisach model explains some remarkable memory behaviors, it assumes that

rearrangements do not interact. In fact, the extended displacement field around one rear-

rangement (Fig. 2d), required by boundary conditions (45, 46), may be coupled to another

nearby. Thus one rearrangement can facilitate or even trigger a like transformation nearby

via a “cooperative” or “ferromagnetic” interaction. In the minimal transition graph of

Fig. 4a, two hysterons flip separately during forward shear (black arrows) but together

during reverse shear, not because they have the exact same γ−, but because the first desta-

bilizes the second. This second flip might trigger further events in its own adjacent regions,

and so on—a mechanism for avalanches that are a hallmark of slowly-deformed amorphous

solids (46, 47, 48, 49, 50). Nonetheless, memory is qualitatively unchanged by these inter-

actions: Sethna et al. (19) proved that a system with cooperative interactions still has a

fixed order of transitions (“no-passing” (20)) and hence return-point memory.

One rearrangement may also stabilize another nearby soft spot, so that e.g. a greater

imposed strain is required to cause another rearrangement. The quadrupolar pattern of

Fig. 2d implies this kind of “frustrated” or “antiferromagnetic” interaction in which a pair

of similar rearrangements can compress the elastic material between them; more conclusive

evidence comes from analyses of molecular dynamics simulations (18, 51). Frustration is

associated with “glassy” physics since it can give a system many mutually exclusive ways

to relax, almost all of which stay far from a global energy minimum (52).

With frustration, return-point memory is no longer assured (19, 55). Nonetheless, sev-

eral studies of hysteron models have shown that instead of destroying return-point memory,

frustration seems to degrade it only slightly—and in exchange, creates a wealth of new

memory behaviors that we can predict, understand, or design. In these models the thresh-

olds γ±
i from Sec. 1.3 are functions of the other hysterons’ states. The simplest models use

a perturbative coupling matrix Jij :

γ±
i = (γ±

i )0 −
∑
j ̸=i

JijSj (1)

where (γ±
i )0 is the unperturbed threshold, and the jth soft spot can be in state Sj = ±1.

Jij < 0 corresponds to a frustrated interaction.

Lindeman et al. have shown that just two frustrated hysterons can have a new memory

8 Paulsen and Keim



behavior (53). Figure 4b shows the crucial feature of this system: how the threshold γ−
1

depends on the state of hysteron 2. This pair is driven with a protocol similar to the memory

tests of Fig. 2f, but here the driving is asymmetric, with γ ≥ 0—perhaps corresponding

to the loading of a bridge by a series of trucks with different weights. Since each cycle

ends at the bounding turning point γ = 0, a system with return-point memory would end

every cycle in the same state, and attempting to write a smaller memory after a larger one

(analogous to Fig. 2f and Fig. 3e) would fail. Instead, the state of hysteron 1 upon returning

to γ = 0 depends on the preceding amplitude—it “latches” in the “+” state for a portion

of readout, and cannot return to “−” until a larger γread, approaching the remembered

amplitude, has switched hysteron 2. Changing state upon a reduction in amplitude, and

changing back when the larger amplitude is resumed, is the essential behavior for storing

multiple amplitudes. For symmetric driving this can be accomplished with non-interacting

hysterons, but for asymmetric driving frustration is the key.

Adding just one more hysteron with frustrated interactions leads to a staggering array

of possibilities, surveyed by van Hecke (56)—even in the response to constant-amplitude

driving. One new behavior resembles a striking phenomenon observed in molecular dynam-

ics simulations of amorphous solids: the steady-state response is sometimes “multiperiodic”

or “subharmonic,” with a period of particle motions that is an integer multiple of the period

of driving—as in the action of a retractable pen or a mechanical counter. This defies the

expectation for return-point memory that repeating a cycle of deformation should have the

same result as performing it once. This behavior requires frustrated interactions, but it can

arise in groups of just 3 or more hysterons. Much more common are period-1 (i.e. non-

multiperiodic) orbits preceded by transients of 2 or more cycles—also impossible without

frustration (54, 57). Together with evidence from spin glasses (58), these behaviors show

that frustrated systems can count how many times a deformation was repeated. In a fur-

ther expansion of memory capacity, Lindeman and Nagel (57) found that while return-point

memory requires that a memory at one amplitude be erased by driving with a larger one,

with frustration the readout of the new memory contains a trace of the old one.

multiperiodic:
Behavior by which a

material returns to a
previous state only

after multiple cycles

of driving at
constant amplitude.

Also termed

“subharmonic.”
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Figure 4

Simple behaviors of interacting hysterons. (a) Transition graph with nodes showing the states of two hysterons with a

cooperative interaction. Red and black edges correspond to forward and reverse shear. The rightmost edge is an avalanche
in which hysteron 1 switching to “−” forces its partner to immediately do the same (18). (b) Two frustrated hysterons
can store an amplitude of asymmetric shear. Thresholds are represented at left; for clarity, only the crucial dependence of

γ−
1 on hysteron 2 is shown. At right, a minimal strain protocol shows that the hysterons’ states upon returning to γ = 0

depend on amplitude, violating return-point memory. Adapted from (53). (c) Multiperiodic orbit. Due to frustration, 4
hysterons return to the same state only after 2 periods of driving. Panel b courtesy of Chloe Lindeman. Panel c adapted

from Ref. 54 (CC BY).
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3.1. Frustration in glassy matter

How close are interacting hysterons to the physics of amorphous solids? The molecular dy-

namics simulations of Lavrentovich et al. (59) found that within large ensembles of random

systems, the occurrence of multiperiodic orbits decays exponentially with their period. A

simple interpretation of this result is that as driving explores a system’s states, there is a

constant probability < 1 of revisiting a state and closing the orbit. Remarkably, ensembles

of many random hysteron systems, with as few as 3 hysterons each, show this same be-

havior (57, 54)—suggesting a connection rooted in the essential physics of glassiness. More

directly, Szulc, Mungan, and Regev (51) carefully teased apart the mechanisms for multi-

periodicity in a molecular dynamics simulation, and confirmed that frustrated interactions

among soft spots are essential. However, their results favor a more sophisticated approach

to modeling than Eq. 1: interactions perturb γ+
i and γ−

i independently via coupling matri-

ces A+
ij and A−

ij , which can temporarily invert a hysteron’s thresholds (γ+
i < γ−

i ), putting

it in a single state that cannot be switched.

One more step toward faithful mesoscopic models is to compute interactions among

rearrangements according to their relative positions: soft spots aligned along the direction

of shear, or perpendicular to it, tend to interact cooperatively; those aligned at ±45◦ to

these directions tend to be frustrated (46). This fact is crucial in models that include a

material’s spatial organization (46, 54). Close to interacting hysteron models is the deter-

ministic “integer automaton” model (60, 61): any cell in a square lattice can rearrange, and

each rearrangement alters the stress field at nearby cells, using a discrete approximation of

the theoretical result (45). The cells are not hysterons with two states, but rather integers

that can be incremented or decremented indefinitely. While the model can mimic frustrated

hysterons under cyclic driving at small amplitudes, it also shows extended transients and a

transition to irreversibility at larger amplitudes—difficult or impossible behaviors for hys-

terons (61). This model’s transition graphs have statistics similar to those from molecular

dynamics simulations (62).

The forms of glassy memory capacity we have discussed seem comprehensible only in

situations where return-point memory predicts that returning a system to a previous strain

would restore it to a previous state, but instead one observes a difference. In experiments,

one might use this idea to isolate regions with frustrated dynamics for closer study, providing

new ways to study glassy physics up close.

4. HYSTERESIS AND MEMORY IN CRUMPLED SHEETS AND
MECHANICAL METAMATERIALS

4.1. Connecting amorphous solids to crumpled sheets

As we have seen, amorphous solids inspire models of coupled hysterons with which one can

seek these materials’ most exotic or surprising possible behaviors. But this same abstraction

has helped researchers pursue memory in many more physical systems.

As a first example, consider the mechanical response of a cyclically-crumpled sheet (63).

Figure 5a shows a force versus displacement curve from a thin plastic sheet that has first

been prepared by crumpling it and then unfurling it into an approximately flat configuration,

and then cyclically compressing it by a time-varying displacement ∆. The curves display

nested hysteresis loops, with a series of intermittent force drops throughout. In the protocol

shown in the inset, a large driving cycle is applied first, followed by two smaller cycles;
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We note that this mechanism may also play a role in the
previously observed memory of the largest applied load (1).
However, in those experiments, the formation of new creases
could also contribute to the reported memory. Presumably, new
creases were formed due to the confined geometry and the large
loads (15).

Interactions between Hysterons. To complete the mesoscopic
description, we ask whether interactions between the bistable
elements are present and affect the sheet’s mechanical response. In-
teractions between hysterons are expected to be mediated through
the sheet’s elasticity; flipping a hysteron presumably modifies the
local strain field, affecting the flipping thresholds of its neighbors
(7, 38). Thus, interactions may be inferred from shifts in the acti-
vation thresholds which are configuration dependent (27, 29, 31,
32). In experiments, we find evidence for such interactions both
by probing flipping thresholds locally and by carefully examining
the global response of the sheet.

To probe interactions locally, one must measure how the flip-
ping threshold of a hysteron depends on the state of a neighboring
one. However, the experimental setup of Fig. 1A measures in-
plane forces and does not allow isolating the response of a single
hysteron. To this end, we attach a probe to a load cell and use it
to push locally on a hysteron in a direction perpendicular to the
sheet (out of plane), until it flips. We control the displacement of
the probe δ while measuring the normal force. The measured force
first increases, until an instability occurs—the hysteron flips, and
the force drops to zero. This instability identifies the local flipping
threshold, denoted δ+

i .
We identify two neighboring hysterons in the sheet that are

flipped down and denote their state [00]. We then measure the
flipping threshold for the first hysteron δ+

1 and its dependence
on the state of the second hysteron. We compare the transitions
[00] → [01] and [10] → [11], as shown in Fig. 4 A and B. Doing
so for several pairs of hysterons, we find that their flipping thresh-
olds are state dependent. We find both antiferromagnetic and
ferromagnetic interactions: the flipping threshold of a hysteron
may increase or decrease depending on the state of its neighbor.
Examples for both types of interactions are shown in Fig. 4 C
and D. We also observe cases in which locally flipping a hysteron
results in the spontaneous flip of another one in a small avalanche.
Overall, this amounts to evidence for significant interactions
between hysterons in the sheet.

Interactions between hysterons are also apparent in the global
response of the sheet to strain applied at the boundaries, as
reported above. This is most clear in Fig. 1D, when comparing
the two limit cycles before and after surpassing the maximal
displacement (yellow and blue curves, respectively). Even though
the displacement range is identical for the two cycles, the pattern
of instabilities changes considerably. This is identified from the
spikes in the derivative of the force, shown in Fig. 1 D, Top
Left Inset. When the maximal amplitude is exceeded (red curve),
newly activated hysterons change the strain field across the sheet,
affecting the flipping thresholds of their neighbors and therefore
changing the pattern of instabilities. In contrast, if interactions
had not been present, instabilities would occur at fixed displace-
ments set only by their individual thresholds (39).

Another intriguing effect seen after surpassing the maximal dis-
placement is a tilt of the force–displacement curve. After returning
to the initial displacement interval, the force–displacement curve
(blue curve in Fig. 1D) is tilted with respect to the previous
limit cycle (yellow). This again is not expected for a system
of noninteracting hysterons (40), as we discuss in SI Appendix.
This effect suggests that interactions allow the system to explore

A B

C D

Fig. 4. Local probing of interactions between hysterons. (A) Illustrations of
the states of two neighboring hysterons. A probe connected to a load cell
pushes the right hysteron from below, while measuring the transitions [00] →
[01] and [10] → [11] (yellow and blue arrows respectively). (B) Example for
experimental state measurements. We obtain the 3D topographies of each
state and subtract the topography of [00]. The difference height maps are
focused to a 5 cm by 5 cm region of the sheet and reveal the localized
hysterons. The red cross marks the location of the load cell’s force measure-
ments. (C and D) Force–displacement measurements of the local probe, where
sharp drops correspond to the flipping instability. C shows an example for
antiferromagnetic interactions; the flipping threshold for the right hysteron
increases when the left hysteron is flipped up. This example corresponds
to the topographic maps in B. D shows an example of ferromagnetic in-
teractions in a different realization (i.e., for another pair of hysterons); the
flipping threshold for the right hysteron decreases when the left hysteron is
flipped up.

lower-energy states (i.e., with smaller forces), thereby reducing its
effective elastic modulus.

We note that the presence of antiferromagnetic interactions
implies that crumpled sheets do not have a partial ordering of
internal states. The partial ordering property is termed no passing
(NP) and plays a key role in understanding RPM (28, 41, 42).
While RPM has been observed in systems without NP such as
various magnetic systems (34, 43) and amorphous solids (27, 30),
how this occurs is not fully understood (42).

A Coupled Hysterons Model. Our experiments have shown that
the effective degrees of freedom of crumpled sheets are localized,
coupled, bistable elements. To formulate a model we make further
simplifying assumptions. We assume that the planar sheet can be
approximated by a 2D system embedded with bistable elements.
Although the majority of the motion in experiments occurs in
the lateral dimension, we assume it yields an in-plane strain. Last,
we incorporate interactions by assuming that the strain results in
forces between the bistable elements.

A simple realization of such a model is a 2D disordered bonded
network, where each bond is a bistable spring (44, 45) (Fig. 5A).
Namely, each bond is governed by a potential with two minima,
given by

Ui =
ci
4

(δri)
4 − ai

2
(δri)

2
. [1]

Here δri denotes the distance from the local maximum. Each
bond is defined by the two parameters ai and ci , which set
the locations of the two minima, δrmin = ±

√
ai/ci . The over-

all length of the bond is taken to be significantly larger than
δrmin . Additional details are presented in Materials and Methods
and SI Appendix. In the simulations, the network is strained
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Fig. 2. A set of nested hysteresis loops indicating RPM. (Top Left Inset) The
force derivative dF during compression. (Bottom Right Inset) The displacement
sequence.

One of the hallmarks of RPM is a hierarchy of nested hysteresis
loops. Each time the displacement returns to a previously visited
value, it recovers its previous state, closing a hysteresis loop.
As a result, a displacement sequence that backtracks and closes
smaller inner loops results in a set of hysteresis loops that are
confined within each other. Fig. 2, Bottom Right Inset, shows the
displacement sequence that forms three loops (indicated in yellow,
orange, and purple). The resulting force–displacement curve yields
three nested hysteresis loops in agreement with the occurrence of
RPM. Finally, repeating a cycle in the parent interval (shown in
blue) yields a hysteresis loop that overlaps the initial cycle (yellow)
with a matching pattern of force jumps. This amounts to strong
evidence that RPM is present.

Mesoscopic Excitations. We now turn to investigate the mecha-
nism underlying the mechanical and memory response reported
above. Since the force jumps are a central feature of the mechanical
response, we start by investigating their geometric origin. We
characterize a single force jump by varying the motor displace-
ment periodically in a small interval around one such event.
The resulting force–displacement curve shows that each event is
reversible. An example of one such measurement is shown in
Fig. 3A. However, the threshold for the transition in the increasing
strain direction is larger than the threshold required to reverse the
transition. Thus, a single event defines a two-state hysteresis loop,
a hysteron. For each hysteron we denote the flipping thresholds
∆+

i > ∆−
i . Collecting the magnitudes of many force jumps in

the increasing displacement phase of the cycle, we find their
distribution is broad, spanning several decades in magnitude
(Fig. 3B).

The planar geometry of our crumpled sheets enables direct
imaging of the geometric transformations occurring at an insta-
bility. Using a 3D scanner, we measure the topography of the
sheet before and after a single force jump. Subtracting the two
measurements reveals that each force jump is a result of a localized
event, in which a small region of the sheet snaps suddenly, in a
direction perpendicular to the plane of the sheet. An example is
shown in Fig. 3C. The bistable geometric features are localized
and for the most part consist of tips of d-cones, vertices formed
at the crossing points of ridges, or small flat facets that undergo

buckling (5, 36). We note that the instabilities are accompanied by
audible acoustic emissions, and the resulting crackling noise was
shown to exhibit a universal power law distribution of intensities
(4, 5, 37).

To relate this mesoscopic picture to the macroscopic memory of
largest strain, we cycle the displacement between

[
∆min

0 , ∆max
0

]
and compare the topography of the sheet at the end of the cycle to
the topography obtained after varying the upper limit ∆max

1 . For
the reversible regime of Fig. 1C, we find no discernible difference
between the topographies (Fig. 3D). Namely, by the end of the
protocol, all hysterons return to their original state. This holds for
any ∆max

1 < ∆max
0 . In contrast, for the irreversible transition of

Fig. 1D, the topography changes significantly as well (Fig. 3D).
In particular, several hysterons have changed their state. This
is generally true for any ∆max

1 > ∆max
0 . We therefore deduce

that the memory of largest strain is encoded in the collective
configuration of the hysterons.
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Fig. 3. Mesoscopic excitations. (A) Experimental measurement of a single
hysteretic event demonstrates bistability. (B) Distribution of the magnitude
of the force jumps. (C) Difference in the whole sheet’s topographies following
a force jump, measured through 3D scanning. Note the changes are localized
to a small region in the sheet. (D) Negligible change in the sheet’s topography
following the sequence of cycles shown in Fig. 1C, leading to reversible
behavior. This indicates that by the end of the protocol, all hysterons returned
to their initial state. (E) Significant changes in sheet’s topography following
the sequence of cycles shown in Fig. 1D, leading to irreversible behavior. This
indicates that by the end of the protocol, some of the hysterons changed their
state irreversibly.
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Figure 5

Memory from hysterons in crumpled and folded sheets. (a) Force-versus-displacement curves as a pre-crumpled sheet is

cyclically compressed from two ends. After tracing two nested sub-cycles, the system can reproduce the outermost
hysteresis loop, including much of the detailed structure of the force drops. (b) Height differences in a top-down view of a

portion of the sheet, as various elements of the sheet “snap-through” between different stable configurations. (c)
Bistability of a circular sheet with a single fold. (d) Origami bellows consisting of four bistable units, tracing out one

possible path in its 16-state transition graph. Panels a and b reproduced with permission from Ref. 63 (CC BY-NC-ND

4.0). Panel c adapted with permission from Ref. 64: F. Lechenault and M. Adda-Bedia, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 235501
(2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physical Society. Panel d adapted with permission from Ref. 65 (CC BY 4.0).

when the large driving cycle is applied afterwards, a nearly-identical curve results, even

reproducing the dominant force drops. These are the experimental hallmarks of return-

point memory. Shohat, Hexner, & Lahini (63) were able to find the hysterons responsible for

this macroscopic response, in the form of mesoscopic regions that “snap through” between

different stable configurations, pictured in Fig. 5b. Although return-point memory does not

require any coupling between the hysterons, Ref. 63 teased apart the coupling between pairs

of hysterons in their sheet, showing that their interactions can be cooperative or frustrated.

4.2. Origami hysterons

One way to elucidate memory and transition pathways in a randomly-crumpled sheet is

to study hysterons in sheets with just a few folds. Perhaps the simplest case is shown

in Fig. 5c: When a point lying on a crease is pushed normal to the sheet, it can snap

through to another stable configuration (66). Adding folds (64) or changing the shape of

the boundary can control the switching thresholds (67) of this kind of hysteron. Intriguingly,

bistability survives even when a hole is cut through the sheet along the fold (68), showing

that bistability does not require a sharp singularity. Changing the size and shape of the

hole offers further control of the switching thresholds.
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There is another way to achieve bistability: some origami have folding modes that

traverse an energy barrier (69, 70, 71, 72). By connecting several such units together,

one can build up metamaterials with many internal states and a set of allowed transitions

between them. The bellows in Fig. 5d shows one such design that possesses memory of its

previous deformation (65). Each of its four modules is based on the same folding pattern,

but with slightly different angles so that each module expands and collapses at a different

force threshold F±
i . Labeling the deployed state as 1 and the collapsed state as 0, one

may thus list the states of the system with four-bit strings such as 0110. Any of the 24

possible states of this system can be reached through the appropriate series of compressions

and expansions, as shown by the transition graph in Fig. 5d; the bellows has return-point

memory. A similar mechanical behavior can be realized in a flexible truss structure (73),

which resembles the origami bellows with faces removed, and edges replaced by springs.

4.3. Coupled hysterons in mechanical metamaterials

The perfect return-point memory of Fig. 5d indicates that interactions between hysterons in

this system are negligible (65). This lack of coupling may be desirable for straightforward

control of a system’s state, as in the Preisach model. But as with amorphous solids in

Sec. 3, interactions make many more behaviors possible. Metamaterials are an opportunity

to tailor these interactions and design mechanical memories and computations at the limits

of glassy matter (76, 77, 78).

To demonstrate tunable interactions, Bense and van Hecke (74) made a corrugated

silicone sheet in the shape of a cylindrical arc with three sinusoidal ridges (Fig. 6a). As theA

C

B D

F

I J

G H

E

Fig. 1. Robust pathways in a cyclically compressed corrugated sheet. (A) Our samples are corrugated elastic cylindrical shells of height H, thickness t, radius
of curvature R, and N sinusoidal corrugations of pitch p and amplitude A0. For sample A, shown here, N = 3 and {H, t, R, p, A0} = {35, 0.2, 1.0, 8, 3} mm. (B)
Compression U, force F, and bottom plate tilt angle α. (C) Upon compression at α = 0 mrad, sample A reaches four different mesostates, associated with
sudden snapping of distinct regions Ωi (colored strips; Movie S1). (D) The force F exhibits three sharp jumps during compression (red) and decompression
(blue). (E) Each force jump is associated with a sudden deformation, evidenced by spikes in ∆2

i , the sum of the squared differences between subsequent
digital images restricted to Ωi (Materials and Methods). (F) Schematic representation of a hysteron, its two states (here gray corresponds to state 1, white
corresponds to state 0, and dashed corresponds to the hysteretic range where the state is either 0 or 1 depending on the history), and the switching fields
U±, where U− < U < U+ is the hysteretic range. (G) Evolution of hysteron state during a compression cycle. (H) Our samples behave as collections of
parallel hysterons with distinct thresholds. (I) Force–displacement curve corresponding to increasing compression cycles (Inset). The mechanical response
of the system features connected hysteresis loops and multiple pathways. (J) The transition graph of sample A at α = 0 mrad contains four states (nodes)
labeled by the state of each hysteron. Red (blue) arrows correspond to up (down) transitions at (de)compression Uc as indicated in mm.

a given t-graph topology, interactions can have a more subtle
effect depending on the precise ordering of the switching fields.
The strict hierarchy of t-graph topologies and the more subtle
effects of the relative ordering are experimentally observable and
testable and provide a conceptual tool to organize the plethora
of pathways observed in driven frustrated matter. Together, our
work shows how hysteron interactions bring sequences of bit
flips that encode forms of information processing within reach,
creating opportunities for soft robotics (23–26) and information
processing in materials (9–11, 27).

Results and Discussion
Mechanical Hysterons with Robust Pathways. In our design, the
corrugations lead to spatially localized instabilities upon com-
pression which act as mechanical hysterons, the overall curvature
prevents global buckling of the sheet, and the open cylindrical
structure allows us to limit the number of grooves and facilitates
both observation and manufacture. Our experimental protocol
involves sweeping the axial compression of a groovy sheet while
filming the sample and measuring the compressive force F (Fig. 1
A–E, Materials and Methods, and Movies S1–S3). We observe that
our samples exhibit sequences of well-defined steps, seen as sharp
jumps in the force F, and find that each event is associated with a
localized (un)snapping event in a vertical groove, similar to those
seen in tape springs (28) (Fig. 1 C–E, Materials and Methods, and
Movies S1–S3). These transitions are hysteretic, and we observe
that each groove can be in two distinct states—snapped and
unsnapped—so that each groove acts as a mechanical hysteron.
We refer to the hysteron transitions as “up” (from the unsnapped
to the snapped state) and “down” (snapped to unsnapped) and
denote the corresponding compression thresholds by the switch-
ing fields U+ and U − (Fig. 1 F–H).

Repeated compression loops yield highly reproducible path-
ways with virtually identical force curves and sequences of hys-
teron flipping, evidencing the irrelevance of creep, plasticity, or
aging (SI Appendix). A wide range of groovy cylinders responds
similarly to cyclical compression (Materials and Methods), and
while we focus on systems with three grooves/hysterons, which is
the minimal number for scrambled pathways (defined in Tunable
Pathways and Strong Interactions), we have observed similar phe-
nomena in larger systems (SI Appendix). As we will show below,
modifications of the sheet’s shape and boundary conditions allow
us to geometrically tune the properties and interactions of their
hysterons, making this system a viable platform to study repro-
ducible, directly observable, and tunable pathways.

Pathways and Transition Graphs. We map the full pathway by
submitting the sample to a series of well-chosen compres-
sion/decompression cycles (Fig. 1I). Different driving cycles
induce different pathways, which together form an intricate
web of linked hysteresis loops (15, 16) which connect distinct
states. These states and their transitions can be collected into
a t graph, a directed graph that captures the response to any
sequence of increases and decreases of the global driving field U
(4, 5, 13, 14, 20, 29, 30). To experimentally map the t graph we
systematically visit all states and determine all transitions, while
tracking the state of each hysteron si , where si = 1 (0) refers
to a snapped (unsnapped) state. A state S is characterized by
the hysteron states {s1, s2, . . . }. For each collective state—with
the exception of the ground state {0 . . . 0} and saturated state
{1 . . . 1} —increased or decreased compression yields up and
down transitions at critical switching fields U+

i (S) and U −
i (S).

To determine all transitions, we first determine the main loop,
the sequence of transitions that, under monotonic compression
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Fig. 1. Robust pathways in a cyclically compressed corrugated sheet. (A) Our samples are corrugated elastic cylindrical shells of height H, thickness t, radius
of curvature R, and N sinusoidal corrugations of pitch p and amplitude A0. For sample A, shown here, N = 3 and {H, t, R, p, A0} = {35, 0.2, 1.0, 8, 3} mm. (B)
Compression U, force F, and bottom plate tilt angle α. (C) Upon compression at α = 0 mrad, sample A reaches four different mesostates, associated with
sudden snapping of distinct regions Ωi (colored strips; Movie S1). (D) The force F exhibits three sharp jumps during compression (red) and decompression
(blue). (E) Each force jump is associated with a sudden deformation, evidenced by spikes in ∆2

i , the sum of the squared differences between subsequent
digital images restricted to Ωi (Materials and Methods). (F) Schematic representation of a hysteron, its two states (here gray corresponds to state 1, white
corresponds to state 0, and dashed corresponds to the hysteretic range where the state is either 0 or 1 depending on the history), and the switching fields
U±, where U− < U < U+ is the hysteretic range. (G) Evolution of hysteron state during a compression cycle. (H) Our samples behave as collections of
parallel hysterons with distinct thresholds. (I) Force–displacement curve corresponding to increasing compression cycles (Inset). The mechanical response
of the system features connected hysteresis loops and multiple pathways. (J) The transition graph of sample A at α = 0 mrad contains four states (nodes)
labeled by the state of each hysteron. Red (blue) arrows correspond to up (down) transitions at (de)compression Uc as indicated in mm.

a given t-graph topology, interactions can have a more subtle
effect depending on the precise ordering of the switching fields.
The strict hierarchy of t-graph topologies and the more subtle
effects of the relative ordering are experimentally observable and
testable and provide a conceptual tool to organize the plethora
of pathways observed in driven frustrated matter. Together, our
work shows how hysteron interactions bring sequences of bit
flips that encode forms of information processing within reach,
creating opportunities for soft robotics (23–26) and information
processing in materials (9–11, 27).

Results and Discussion
Mechanical Hysterons with Robust Pathways. In our design, the
corrugations lead to spatially localized instabilities upon com-
pression which act as mechanical hysterons, the overall curvature
prevents global buckling of the sheet, and the open cylindrical
structure allows us to limit the number of grooves and facilitates
both observation and manufacture. Our experimental protocol
involves sweeping the axial compression of a groovy sheet while
filming the sample and measuring the compressive force F (Fig. 1
A–E, Materials and Methods, and Movies S1–S3). We observe that
our samples exhibit sequences of well-defined steps, seen as sharp
jumps in the force F, and find that each event is associated with a
localized (un)snapping event in a vertical groove, similar to those
seen in tape springs (28) (Fig. 1 C–E, Materials and Methods, and
Movies S1–S3). These transitions are hysteretic, and we observe
that each groove can be in two distinct states—snapped and
unsnapped—so that each groove acts as a mechanical hysteron.
We refer to the hysteron transitions as “up” (from the unsnapped
to the snapped state) and “down” (snapped to unsnapped) and
denote the corresponding compression thresholds by the switch-
ing fields U+ and U − (Fig. 1 F–H).

Repeated compression loops yield highly reproducible path-
ways with virtually identical force curves and sequences of hys-
teron flipping, evidencing the irrelevance of creep, plasticity, or
aging (SI Appendix). A wide range of groovy cylinders responds
similarly to cyclical compression (Materials and Methods), and
while we focus on systems with three grooves/hysterons, which is
the minimal number for scrambled pathways (defined in Tunable
Pathways and Strong Interactions), we have observed similar phe-
nomena in larger systems (SI Appendix). As we will show below,
modifications of the sheet’s shape and boundary conditions allow
us to geometrically tune the properties and interactions of their
hysterons, making this system a viable platform to study repro-
ducible, directly observable, and tunable pathways.

Pathways and Transition Graphs. We map the full pathway by
submitting the sample to a series of well-chosen compres-
sion/decompression cycles (Fig. 1I). Different driving cycles
induce different pathways, which together form an intricate
web of linked hysteresis loops (15, 16) which connect distinct
states. These states and their transitions can be collected into
a t graph, a directed graph that captures the response to any
sequence of increases and decreases of the global driving field U
(4, 5, 13, 14, 20, 29, 30). To experimentally map the t graph we
systematically visit all states and determine all transitions, while
tracking the state of each hysteron si , where si = 1 (0) refers
to a snapped (unsnapped) state. A state S is characterized by
the hysteron states {s1, s2, . . . }. For each collective state—with
the exception of the ground state {0 . . . 0} and saturated state
{1 . . . 1} —increased or decreased compression yields up and
down transitions at critical switching fields U+

i (S) and U −
i (S).

To determine all transitions, we first determine the main loop,
the sequence of transitions that, under monotonic compression
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Fig. 1. Robust pathways in a cyclically compressed corrugated sheet. (A) Our samples are corrugated elastic cylindrical shells of height H, thickness t, radius
of curvature R, and N sinusoidal corrugations of pitch p and amplitude A0. For sample A, shown here, N = 3 and {H, t, R, p, A0} = {35, 0.2, 1.0, 8, 3} mm. (B)
Compression U, force F, and bottom plate tilt angle α. (C) Upon compression at α = 0 mrad, sample A reaches four different mesostates, associated with
sudden snapping of distinct regions Ωi (colored strips; Movie S1). (D) The force F exhibits three sharp jumps during compression (red) and decompression
(blue). (E) Each force jump is associated with a sudden deformation, evidenced by spikes in ∆2

i , the sum of the squared differences between subsequent
digital images restricted to Ωi (Materials and Methods). (F) Schematic representation of a hysteron, its two states (here gray corresponds to state 1, white
corresponds to state 0, and dashed corresponds to the hysteretic range where the state is either 0 or 1 depending on the history), and the switching fields
U±, where U− < U < U+ is the hysteretic range. (G) Evolution of hysteron state during a compression cycle. (H) Our samples behave as collections of
parallel hysterons with distinct thresholds. (I) Force–displacement curve corresponding to increasing compression cycles (Inset). The mechanical response
of the system features connected hysteresis loops and multiple pathways. (J) The transition graph of sample A at α = 0 mrad contains four states (nodes)
labeled by the state of each hysteron. Red (blue) arrows correspond to up (down) transitions at (de)compression Uc as indicated in mm.

a given t-graph topology, interactions can have a more subtle
effect depending on the precise ordering of the switching fields.
The strict hierarchy of t-graph topologies and the more subtle
effects of the relative ordering are experimentally observable and
testable and provide a conceptual tool to organize the plethora
of pathways observed in driven frustrated matter. Together, our
work shows how hysteron interactions bring sequences of bit
flips that encode forms of information processing within reach,
creating opportunities for soft robotics (23–26) and information
processing in materials (9–11, 27).

Results and Discussion
Mechanical Hysterons with Robust Pathways. In our design, the
corrugations lead to spatially localized instabilities upon com-
pression which act as mechanical hysterons, the overall curvature
prevents global buckling of the sheet, and the open cylindrical
structure allows us to limit the number of grooves and facilitates
both observation and manufacture. Our experimental protocol
involves sweeping the axial compression of a groovy sheet while
filming the sample and measuring the compressive force F (Fig. 1
A–E, Materials and Methods, and Movies S1–S3). We observe that
our samples exhibit sequences of well-defined steps, seen as sharp
jumps in the force F, and find that each event is associated with a
localized (un)snapping event in a vertical groove, similar to those
seen in tape springs (28) (Fig. 1 C–E, Materials and Methods, and
Movies S1–S3). These transitions are hysteretic, and we observe
that each groove can be in two distinct states—snapped and
unsnapped—so that each groove acts as a mechanical hysteron.
We refer to the hysteron transitions as “up” (from the unsnapped
to the snapped state) and “down” (snapped to unsnapped) and
denote the corresponding compression thresholds by the switch-
ing fields U+ and U − (Fig. 1 F–H).

Repeated compression loops yield highly reproducible path-
ways with virtually identical force curves and sequences of hys-
teron flipping, evidencing the irrelevance of creep, plasticity, or
aging (SI Appendix). A wide range of groovy cylinders responds
similarly to cyclical compression (Materials and Methods), and
while we focus on systems with three grooves/hysterons, which is
the minimal number for scrambled pathways (defined in Tunable
Pathways and Strong Interactions), we have observed similar phe-
nomena in larger systems (SI Appendix). As we will show below,
modifications of the sheet’s shape and boundary conditions allow
us to geometrically tune the properties and interactions of their
hysterons, making this system a viable platform to study repro-
ducible, directly observable, and tunable pathways.

Pathways and Transition Graphs. We map the full pathway by
submitting the sample to a series of well-chosen compres-
sion/decompression cycles (Fig. 1I). Different driving cycles
induce different pathways, which together form an intricate
web of linked hysteresis loops (15, 16) which connect distinct
states. These states and their transitions can be collected into
a t graph, a directed graph that captures the response to any
sequence of increases and decreases of the global driving field U
(4, 5, 13, 14, 20, 29, 30). To experimentally map the t graph we
systematically visit all states and determine all transitions, while
tracking the state of each hysteron si , where si = 1 (0) refers
to a snapped (unsnapped) state. A state S is characterized by
the hysteron states {s1, s2, . . . }. For each collective state—with
the exception of the ground state {0 . . . 0} and saturated state
{1 . . . 1} —increased or decreased compression yields up and
down transitions at critical switching fields U+

i (S) and U −
i (S).

To determine all transitions, we first determine the main loop,
the sequence of transitions that, under monotonic compression
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Fig. 2. Tunable transition graphs. (A) Tilting the bottom boundary of sample A elicits six Preisach t graphs and one scrambled t graph (dashed box), where
scrambled transitions are shown by double arrows. The red (blue) lists indicate the order of the up (down) transitions of the main loop P+ (P−). The angle
α increases monotonically from A(i) to A(vii). (B) t-graph type as function of α. The two unlabeled dots near α = 5 mrad refer to ambiguous cases where
the critical switching fields U+

1 and U+
3 are so close that the difference between types ii and iii is not experimentally significant.

or decompression, connect the ground state and saturated state
(14). We then check whether there are states for which there are
undetermined transitions and determine these, and whenever
we obtain a state that has not been previously visited we also
determine its transitions, repeating these operations until no
new states are found. Collecting all states and transitions we
obtain the t graph in which the nodes represent the mesostates,
and the directed edges, labeled by the values of their respective
switching fields, represent the transitions (Fig. 1J). We stress that
in our systems, all states that we consider are mutually reachable
because there always is a specific driving protocol whereby any
state is reachable from any other state (14).

For the simple case shown in Fig. 1 I and J, starting out at the
uncompressed state {000} and monitoring the force and images,
we find that continued compression yields a sequence {000}→
{001}→{011}→{111}; decompression starting at the saturated
state yields a sequence {111}→{011}→{001}→{000}. For this
specific example, a simple compression/decompression cycle
(Fig. 1D) is enough to obtain the full set of transitions. A more
complex protocol (Fig. 1 I, Inset) yields a force response with
three linked hysteresis loops (Fig. 1I) that illustrates the different
pathways the system can follow and hence the importance of the
loading history. The corresponding t graph also features three
subloops embedded in the main loop and is spanned by four
nodes and six edges; the material bits simply switch on and off
when the driving is swept up and down.

Tunable Pathways. A wide variety of more complex t graphs can
be observed by tilting one of the boundaries of the sample
(Figs. 1B and 2 A and B and Materials and Methods). Due to
the spatial separation of each hysteron, applying such global
gradients in the driving modifies the relation between global and
local compression, leading to the smooth tuning of the switching
fields U ±

i (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix). As the relative order of
the switching fields determines the order in which hysterons
flip, tilting allows us to visit different states and/or sequences,
thus modifying the topology of the t graphs. By sweeping α,
we observe seven distinct responses in sample A (Fig. 2A). We
characterize the order of the switching fields of the main loop by
the corresponding sequence of hysteron flips, P+ and P− (Fig.
2A). For example, in the main loop of sample A in regime ii,
the second hysteron flips first ({000}→{010}), followed by the
third hysteron ({010}→{011}) and finally the first one ({011}→
{111}), yielding P+ = [2, 3, 1]. Similarly, during decompression,
the first hysteron unflips first ({111}→{011}), then the second
({011}→{001}), and finally hysteron number three ({001}→
{000}), leading to P− = [1, 2, 3]. Many of the t graphs exist

on a large angle span, while others can only be observed for
a limited range of tilt angles α (Fig. 2B). We note that during
the tilting process, two switching fields can become extremely
close, such that their respective (un)snapping events become
indistinguishable [e.g., in Fig. 2B the two data points between
A(ii) and A(iii) refer to such a case]. This degeneracy may cause
an avalanche. However, we can distinguish degeneracy-driven
avalanches from true avalanches by their response to changes
in the tilt angle: degeneracy-driven avalanches quickly disappear
when the angle is modified, while true avalanches persist over a
significant range of α.

We note that in most cases, the difference between neighboring
t graphs is associated with a single permutation of the upper or
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Fig. 3. Change of pathway and interactions. (A) The boundary tilt modifies
the relation between local and global compression U and can reorder the
switching fields as indicated. (B) The switching fields vary smoothly with
α, and the t graph A(i) is replaced by A(ii) when U+

2 (000) and U+
3 (000)

swap order. (C) Interactions cause the state of a given hysteron to modify the
switching fields of another hysteron; here hysteron 1 going 0 → 1 increases
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2 . (D) The measured difference between U+
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2 (100) indicates
hysteron interactions as in C.
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Fig. 2. Tunable transition graphs. (A) Tilting the bottom boundary of sample A elicits six Preisach t graphs and one scrambled t graph (dashed box), where
scrambled transitions are shown by double arrows. The red (blue) lists indicate the order of the up (down) transitions of the main loop P+ (P−). The angle
α increases monotonically from A(i) to A(vii). (B) t-graph type as function of α. The two unlabeled dots near α = 5 mrad refer to ambiguous cases where
the critical switching fields U+

1 and U+
3 are so close that the difference between types ii and iii is not experimentally significant.

or decompression, connect the ground state and saturated state
(14). We then check whether there are states for which there are
undetermined transitions and determine these, and whenever
we obtain a state that has not been previously visited we also
determine its transitions, repeating these operations until no
new states are found. Collecting all states and transitions we
obtain the t graph in which the nodes represent the mesostates,
and the directed edges, labeled by the values of their respective
switching fields, represent the transitions (Fig. 1J). We stress that
in our systems, all states that we consider are mutually reachable
because there always is a specific driving protocol whereby any
state is reachable from any other state (14).

For the simple case shown in Fig. 1 I and J, starting out at the
uncompressed state {000} and monitoring the force and images,
we find that continued compression yields a sequence {000}→
{001}→{011}→{111}; decompression starting at the saturated
state yields a sequence {111}→{011}→{001}→{000}. For this
specific example, a simple compression/decompression cycle
(Fig. 1D) is enough to obtain the full set of transitions. A more
complex protocol (Fig. 1 I, Inset) yields a force response with
three linked hysteresis loops (Fig. 1I) that illustrates the different
pathways the system can follow and hence the importance of the
loading history. The corresponding t graph also features three
subloops embedded in the main loop and is spanned by four
nodes and six edges; the material bits simply switch on and off
when the driving is swept up and down.

Tunable Pathways. A wide variety of more complex t graphs can
be observed by tilting one of the boundaries of the sample
(Figs. 1B and 2 A and B and Materials and Methods). Due to
the spatial separation of each hysteron, applying such global
gradients in the driving modifies the relation between global and
local compression, leading to the smooth tuning of the switching
fields U ±

i (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix). As the relative order of
the switching fields determines the order in which hysterons
flip, tilting allows us to visit different states and/or sequences,
thus modifying the topology of the t graphs. By sweeping α,
we observe seven distinct responses in sample A (Fig. 2A). We
characterize the order of the switching fields of the main loop by
the corresponding sequence of hysteron flips, P+ and P− (Fig.
2A). For example, in the main loop of sample A in regime ii,
the second hysteron flips first ({000}→{010}), followed by the
third hysteron ({010}→{011}) and finally the first one ({011}→
{111}), yielding P+ = [2, 3, 1]. Similarly, during decompression,
the first hysteron unflips first ({111}→{011}), then the second
({011}→{001}), and finally hysteron number three ({001}→
{000}), leading to P− = [1, 2, 3]. Many of the t graphs exist

on a large angle span, while others can only be observed for
a limited range of tilt angles α (Fig. 2B). We note that during
the tilting process, two switching fields can become extremely
close, such that their respective (un)snapping events become
indistinguishable [e.g., in Fig. 2B the two data points between
A(ii) and A(iii) refer to such a case]. This degeneracy may cause
an avalanche. However, we can distinguish degeneracy-driven
avalanches from true avalanches by their response to changes
in the tilt angle: degeneracy-driven avalanches quickly disappear
when the angle is modified, while true avalanches persist over a
significant range of α.

We note that in most cases, the difference between neighboring
t graphs is associated with a single permutation of the upper or
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Figure 6

Coupled hysterons in mechanical metamaterials. (a-d) Corrugated silicone sheet with three ridges

that act as hysterons upon vertical compression by a distance U . (b) The mechanical response of
the system shows sharp drops and recoveries of the force upon loading and unloading to different
amplitudes, where each hysteron transitions between its states. (c) Transition graph corresponding

to panels (a) and (b). (d) The system experiences a proliferation of new states and transitions if

the top plate is tilted by a small amount. (e) A metal sheet with a lattice of bistable dimples can
access a multitude of mechanically stable configurations; two of them shown here. Panels a-d

reproduced with permission from Ref. 74 (CC BY 4.0). Panel e courtesy of Keith Seffen (75).
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sheet is compressed and released, each ridge acts as a hysteron that buckles and straightens,

causing the jumps in the three nested force versus displacement curves of Fig. 6b. Initially,

just four states are reachable, shown in Fig. 6c with their transitions. However, in this

design the switching thresholds—and hence the effects of interactions—can be tuned via

the boundaries. After tilting the bottom plate by a small angle (O(10) milliradians), one

obtains the dramatically different transition graph in Fig. 6d. More states are reachable, and

an instance of “scrambling” is observed, shown by the double-lined blue arrows. Comparing

the down transitions from the states 111 and 110, one may probe the influence of the third

hysteron (in the 1 or 0 state, respectively) on the first two hysterons (which both begin

as 1 in this pair of states). The effect is that the second hysteron switches first when

the third hysteron is ‘on’ (111 → 101), but the first hysteron switches first when the

third hysteron is ‘off’ (110 → 010), making return-point memory impossible. This is an

example where interactions are strong enough that their presence can be inferred from a

transition graph. Other metamaterials are also being designed with strong interactions

between bistable hysteretic elements, with an eye towards performing logic operations in

materia (79, 80).

4.4. Elastic shape memory

When the clamping is removed from the corrugated sheet in Fig. 6a, the configuration of

bistable ridges becomes coupled to the global deformations of the sheet (81). Such coupling

also occurs in “puckered sheets” consisting of crystalline arrays of localized Gaussian cur-

vature (75, 82, 83). This coupling endows these materials with a kind of “elastic” shape

memory (75), whereby large-scale bending or twisting of the sheet can change the state of

the small-scale bistable elements, “freezing” an overall shape once formed. The same be-

havior can also emerge in disordered analogs (84). In some cases, the detailed state of the

puckers does not uniquely determine the global shape — that is, there may be more than

one stable macroscopic conformation for a given microstate of the bistable elements (85).

These examples are re-creations of a memory we may take for granted in malleable solids:

a memory of shape “written” by plastic deformations and encoded in particle arrangements

and bonds.

4.5. Metamaterials that defy coupled-hysteron models

Finally, some metamaterials with bistable elements can push beyond the limits of hysteron

models by bringing in other physical interactions. Buckled beams in a material can re-

semble hysterons (79), but work by Ding, Kwakernaak, and van Hecke (86, 87) describes

systems where specially-designed contacts between beams are made, broken, and evolve un-

der friction continuously in time. Under cyclic driving, these systems show discrete memory

behaviors of the kind described above—but the kinematics and mechanisms of these behav-

iors are described poorly by discrete (hysteron-based) degrees of freedom.

5. MEMORY AND DEGREE OF DISORDER: FROM AMORPHOUS SOLIDS
TO POLYCRYSTALS

Many non-designed materials feature large crystalline domains unlike anything found in an

amorphous solid. Indeed, the conventional starting point for construction theories of solids

has been to treat these materials as extensions of the tremendously successful theories of
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Figure 7

Bulk mechanics and mesoscopic rearrangements in polycrystals. (a) Ratio of shear modulus to bulk modulus for five

systems that span the spectrum from totally disordered (F6 ≈ 0) to perfect crystal (F6 = 1), where F6 measures the
correlations of bond-orientational order among neighboring particles. Four of the systems exhibit a vanishing ratio of

shear to bulk modulus (G/B) in the limit of vanishing pressure, a hallmark of the jamming transition in amorphous solids.

Only the system with F = 0.95 exhibits the plateau in G/B that is characteristic of a crystal. (b) Comparison of
rearranging regions in a more amorphous sample (left) and a more polycrystalline sample (right). Particles are colored

according to the degree of hysteresis in their response to shear (thresholds γ+ and γ− are labeled γon and γoff). The

appearances and statistics of rearrangements are similar between sample types. (c) Two-point cluster function from these
two systems, showing how the average correlation within a rearranging region decays with distance from the region’s

center. The data from the amorphous solid and from the polycrystal track each other remarkably well. Panel a courtesy of

Carl Goodrich (88). Panels b and c reproduced with permission from Ref. 89.

crystalline matter. Thus it is a priori unclear whether amorphous or crystalline matter is

the better prototype for memory in polycrystals.

To elucidate this issue, Goodrich et al. (88) produced a set of three-dimensional jammed

systems along a spectrum from completely disordered to crystalline. They found that adding

only a small amount of disorder to a crystal brings its behaviors closely in line with the

disordered case (Fig. 7a), consistent with other studies (90, 91). This view of polycrys-

tals extends to their plastic response: in simulations they exhibit localized rearrangements

under loading (90, 92, 93), which arise in comparatively softer regions (94). In experi-

ments, Keim and Arratia (89) created 2D jammed solids similar to the amorphous samples

in Fig. 2, but switched from bidisperse particle sizes to monodisperse, forming crystalline

regions separated by disordered grain boundaries. Remarkably, localized rearrangements

are nearly the same diameter and magnitude whether the sample is amorphous or poly-

crystalline (Fig. 7b,c); the main difference is simply that the polycrystal has fewer of them.

These rearrangements are predominantly at grain boundaries (89, 95), although particles

within crystalline regions can rearrange as well (33). These microscopic results suggest that

polycrystals can form memories of cyclic driving. Indeed, this is in line with experiments

showing memories in a bubble raft in an annular geometry, where one can see crystalline

domains (14). How the strength of the memory signal, or the capacity for multiple mem-

ories, varies with the degree of disorder in polycrystals remain open avenues of study. For

instance, amorphous solids appear to present strong memories of cyclic driving near yielding

(14), whereas 2D Lennard-Jones polycrystals can coarsen into monocrystals as yielding is

approached (96, 97)—raising the possibility that near yielding, polycrystals can lose their

memory capacity altogether.

Intriguingly, while the crystalline domains in a polycrystal seem to have few of the

rearrangements that might encode memories of amplitude, they do store at least one other
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kind of memory: the direction of the last large shear when a sample was prepared. Teich et

al. (33) analyze experimental data from 2D jammed amorphous bidisperse particle systems

(17, 89). They measure slight anisotropies at the particle level, similar to the amorphous

solid results in Fig. 3(a, b)—but here, the memory of direction is strongest within crystalline

domains, where it corresponds to a slight distortion of the lattice (33). This result shows

that crystallinity and mechanical memory are not mutually exclusive.

6. EMERGING AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1. Dynamics

Particle rearrangements are not instantaneous, due to inertial, viscous, or thermal consid-

erations (46, 98, 99, 100)—nor are these timescales uniform in a disordered system. Away

from the quasistatic limit, some relaxations may not keep up with a deformation. The

influence of a “slow” rearrangement on its neighbors will change when the strain rate is in-

creased, or if a turning point of a cyclic deformation is reached too soon (101, 102), so that

when the material comes to rest it encodes past dynamics. Like extended transients and

multiperiodicity, this sensitivity may even play out over many cycles (102). One exciting

possibility is that a suitable readout protocol could recover the rate(s) of past deformations,

a task that today is usually relegated to failure analysis (99, 47). Some of these ideas may

also apply to mechanical metamaterials, where it was recently shown that driving the mate-

rial dynamically can allow one to reach states that would be unattainable using quasistatic

deformation (103).

6.2. Thermal or mechanical noise

One might suppose that noise weakens memories gradually over time, as in dilute sus-

pensions (104). A different picture emerges from recent molecular dynamics simulations

of amorphous solids by Majumdar and Regev (105), showing that even if the material’s

temperature is too low to cause rearrangements in the material at rest, it may cause the

thresholds γ±
i to fluctuate during deformation. These fluctuations may have no net effect

in any one cycle of shear, but after a finite number of cycles, the sequence of rearrange-

ments may eventually be scrambled—a change that, via interactions, can disrupt the limit

cycle. The steady-state behavior is thus a series of limit cycles punctuated by transients.

Deforming at finite frequency seems to heighten this effect. Noise may thus be a tunable

way of erasing memories without forming new ones.

6.3. Particle interactions

The above studies of memory in amorphous solids focus on frictionless spherical particles

with short-range repulsion, leading one to ask how to generalize their results. Fortunately,

the many kinds of amorphous solids and polycrystals tend to be more alike than different in

their physics (106)—for example, most molecular dynamics simulations use Lennard-Jones

potentials that have short-range attraction, but they agree qualitatively with experiments

featuring long-range repulsion (11). Nonetheless, the study of memory is already finding

surprises as the details of interparticle interactions are varied.
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6.3.1. Friction. Most solid grains exhibit static friction: contacts sustain tangential forces

as well as normal ones. Considering non-spherical particles leads to similar complications.

These additional mechanical constraints underpin the rigidity of matter as consequential as

soil and km-scale asteroids (47, 107, 108), and they dramatically expand the set of stable

configurations of a fixed number of particles. Do these new possibilities simply enhance the

mechanical memory behaviors we have already discussed?

One hint comes from deforming a packing with constant amplitude. In experiments,

the arrangement of particles can reach a limit cycle even as the contact forces fluctu-

ate indefinitely—the coupling of the system’s state to the boundaries is qualitatively dis-

tinct (109, 110). Indeed, simulations and experiments by Benson et al. (111) showed that

the strength and form of a memory readout differed between measurements of translation

and rotation. More striking, reducing amplitude seemed to erase memory, preventing the

nesting of multiple memories allowed by return-point behavior—a seeming reduction in

memory capacity due to friction.

While memories of amplitude in these everyday materials remain a puzzle, friction

enables a different paradigm for memory. Until it slips, each contact preserves the relative

positions of two surfaces when they first came together, even as the packing and the particles

are deformed further. Simulations by Candela (112) slowly compress a packing to form new

contacts, while applying a varying shear strain that is orthogonal to the compression. As the

packing is then returned to zero shear strain and decompressed, the contacts slip in reverse

order, each one changing the shear stress according to the shear strain at its formation—

“playing back” the time-reversed waveform of shear strain. The hierarchy and time-reversal

inherent in these frictional contacts is reminiscent of how nested return-point memories of

amplitude must be written and read in reverse order—but here, storing memory requires

avoiding the particle rearrangements that encoded memories in that earlier example.

6.3.2. Tenuous solids: Memories in gels. A gel is a solid with a much more tenuous struc-

ture: its constituent particles are held together by attractive contacts, leaving voids that

are filled by a fluid. To what extent do memory effects occur in these materials? Schwen

et al. (113) applied hundreds of shear cycles to a colloidal gel, followed by readout cy-

cles. In confocal images the particle trajectories were markedly more irreversible beyond

the training strain, indicating a memory. The memory could also be read out by shearing

in a direction orthogonal to the training. Analysis of the packing structure showed that

the more-reversible configurations have a comparatively larger number of nearest-neighbor

contacts. Here, the bond structure appears to be the salient aspect of the system for mem-

ory formation, in contrast to the localized rearrangements that were so important in other

amorphous solids.

Chattopadhyay and Majumdar (114) observed similar memories in a dense suspension

of cornstarch particles in oil. They were able to read out two trained shear amplitudes,

so long as the smaller amplitude was applied last. They propose a microscopic picture

where the material forms loose strands (115) that can become taut and break under shear.

Training develops a population of strands that break just past the training strain, analogous

to how mechanical memories form in cross-linked biopolymer networks (116).

The idea that a system “learns” to be marginally stable with respect to a repeated drive

is a powerful concept that links these memories in gels with the memory of annealing in

Sec. 2 and even with memories in non-Brownian suspensions and charge-density waves (3).

Nevertheless, gels have other memory behaviors that seem to arise specifically from the way
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their structure is remodeled at rest (117).

6.4. Training function into materials

Pondering the variety of memories that have been observed or predicted, one starts to

wonder what other kinds of annealing, training, and memory are possible, especially with

driving beyond uniaxial shear. Discovering the answers is more than an academic exercise:

If a material is led to a well-defined state that encodes memory of an input, there may

be other well-defined properties of the material that come along for the ride. Among the

earlier examples, memories of a direction or strain amplitude alter the mechanical response

as a function of direction or strain—storing information has become a strategy for tuning

mechanical properties within some design space. This idea is appealing because training

may be much easier than controlling bulk properties by specifying microstructure, it can

be done in situ as needs change, and it can resemble the desired response—for example, a

material is sheared to modify its response to further shear.

A distinction is apparent in this review between “short-term” memory that may be

formed or erased by as little as one cycle of deformation, by selecting a memory-encoding

state from an existing landscape of possibilities, and “long-term” memory that is formed by

gradually annealing or remodeling the available states of the system toward some purpose.

The latter is exemplified by “physical learning” in transport or mechanical networks (118,

119, 120) in which the material develops a global coordinated response to specific inputs,

similar to an associative memory trained over many iterations in an artificial neural network,

rather than a short-term buffer. If we suppose that short-term memories like the ones we

describe are also desirable for systems that compute and adapt, can those capacities be

trained as well?

7. CONCLUSION

While we have only touched on a fraction of the fascinating memory behaviors of solids,

several themes are apparent:

• Solids form memories. Memories are among the solid phase’s best features. Be-

cause a solid at rest does not relax on experimental timescales, anything that changes

a solid can form a memory. Amorphous solids are just one instructive example—once

we understand some of the fascinating memory behaviors that arise from these ma-

terials’ mixture of localization, disorder, hysteresis, and interactions, we can observe

or design those same ingredients in many more systems.

• Studying memory is studying memory capacity. Once readable information

is identified, there is much more to be learned by testing the limits of what can be

preserved, and what must be forgotten. Even among memories of shear strain, it

is the details of capacity—its dependence on the sequence of writing and reading,

the polarity of driving, the system size, glassiness—that signify important features of

these systems’ physics, and lead to distinctions and commonalities among examples.

Even when models fall short, considering capacity gives us more specific and varied

ways to probe solid matter, and language to describe the results.

• Hysterons are more than just hysteresis. Hysterons were proposed as fitting

parameters for hysteresis, but in solids they correspond to the mesoscopic relaxations

that control plasticity. Remarkably, these models capture essential features of be-
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haviors that are completely unlike hysteresis—for example, counting. In amorphous

solids and crumpled sheets, this simplified framework lets us focus on the collective

physics of interacting relaxations, while in mechanical metamaterials it shows how

memories and computations may be built up from simple elements. Further afield,

the idea of training hysterons’ thresholds and interactions gives us a specific route to

training function.

• Memory navigates an energy landscape. The disorder of an amorphous solid

can lead us to see it as the embodiment of arbitrary happenstance among a sea of

possibilities—so that once a unique configuration of particles has been lost, one should

never expect to see it again. Yet the orderly memory behaviors we have described

prove that this kind of return is commonplace: that up to strains of several percent,

a finite and highly connected set of states is sure to emerge—and by understanding

how to return to a past state, we learn to store memories and even perform simple

computations. The surprising success of this approach in experiments and simulations

suggests that memory belongs with the fundamental study of glassy matter.

• Memories bridge scales. The work in this field has primarily focused on model

soft matter systems in which writing and reading are all under a researcher’s control.

Yet the materials and scenarios for memory can scale far beyond these examples. To

cite a few extremes, one may consider the mechanical memories that record history

and predict response in earthquake fault zones—samples that are tens of meters thick

and subject to varying GPa-scale stresses over tens of thousands of years (47). Or,

one might look to aging and failure of nanoscale structural components made of

bulk metallic glass (106, 99, 121). In the world of artificial matter, origami designs

have long been recognized as scalable from the benchtop to, e.g., deployable space

structures; the more recent concept of memory in these materials could broaden their

capabilities.

The study of memory continues to reveal new possibilities. As researchers race to

create materials that adapt and respond intelligently to their mechanical environments, the

question of memory is central (119). Studying memory in amorphous solids has shown how

some complex memory behaviors like short-term memory, which can emerge in living and

artificial neural networks, can also be achieved by a different mechanism in a solid. Perhaps

closest at hand are ways that living organisms compare stimuli across time, which are not

much more complex than behaviors we have described and explained here (122, 123). Just

as research on memory is teaching us more about solid matter and its dependence on the

past, it is giving us new ways to shape the future.
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